Introducing our 13,000-pound capacity, heavy-duty, hydraulic lifting jacks, perfect for equestrian and heavy utility trailers!

At 27 inches of stroke, the 13K Patriot Jack offers a great compromise above the typical industry standard of 24 inches of stroke. This gives the trailer owner more clearance for today’s larger tow vehicles. Our 13K Patriot Jack offers single and dual jack packages. The dual jack package offers the user the ability to operate each jack independently or both jacks simultaneously.

Quick Facts:
- 27” stroke
- Manual override available
- Single and dual jack packages
- Fastest extend time at 33.2 seconds
- Fastest retract time at 22.4 seconds
- Weather proof housing for pendant controller
- Powder-coated steel cover protects the pump from the elements
- Zinc plated dynamic tube provides better resistance to rust and the elements
- 13,000-pound capacity per jack. Dual jack system totals 26,000 pounds of capacity
- Two installation options; c-channel mounting bracket and angle iron mounting bracket
- Both options offer a safety feature which allows user to lock the system while not in use
- Pendant controller on dual jack package allows the user to control each jack independently or both jacks simultaneously

Our locking controllers provide you the option of either raising and lowering the jacks together or independently from side to side.